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How to delete hidden files on macbook pro

Apple is wise to hide certain key files so they can't be accidentally edited or deleted, but that can be very inconvenient from time to time. Fortunately, Apple also provides five completely different ways to discover them all. AppleInsider describes in detail how to choose the right technique for you and then
how to use it. It's probably apocryphal, but there's a story from the ancient days of DOS where a user deleted the command.com because it wasn't the one he created. This one move destroyed his PC and downed it to a state of immobility that will not even out until Windows starts. Even today, however,
you can do the same right now with your Mac if you found the right files to delete - but Apple hid them all. This is not so much the case apple protects us from ourselves, as the company is just trying to save itself some calls of support. No doubt: hiding key system files is a good thing. That is, until you
need to see them to hide something, fix a problem, or do something like macros of an application that you set up on one drive and need to do another. There are thousands of invisible files on your Mac, but usually the ones we're interested in are really just hidden inside the Library folder. Without taking
certain steps, you can't see it in your account. And within that library are apple files that your Mac needs to be able to run, but there are other companies. Very many developers store important files in a subset of the library called Application Support, for example. And we just had a case where we were
supposed to copy those from the failed boot drive. The easiest way to find hidden files Remember that most of the time what is actually hidden is specifically the Library folder. So if you can find that and get inside, you've done. And you can. Go to Finder, select the Go menu, then go to the Folder and type
exactly this: ~/Library/ Press Return, or click Go and it will take you to the library. Job done. Now you can find the files you want and do what you need. Except there's a problem of that tilde character, ~ in what you typed. It's a shortcut that tells macOS to drive you to the library of this Mac and especially
to the current startup drive. When you need more Say that you are like us and that you had an external drive from which you used to boot. It has its own library file in your account and ~/Library/ won't even bring you closer. In theory, you should therefore replace ~ shortcut with a full path. It will be your
Mac name / Your drive / Users / Your username / Library and it should not be difficult. But sometimes it is. To find out which should be the full path to the button, open the Finder window and drill into your account. Then right-click the folder name in the top bar of the window and you'll see the path. You see
it as a series of levels that go from the current folder at the top to the name of your Mac at the bottom. Then you should Use the Go Go menu Type in each of these levels as names separated by a line. Do it, hit Return, you're in the folder. Except for some reason it keeps going wrong on us. Each time it is
also difficult to understand why because go will regularly drop us back into any folder with which we started. So you can see times when this is the obvious solution, but in case you are as prone to the wrong names as we seem to be, there are other options. Search, find In any Finder window, you can
type a search term in the box in the upper-right right. Click Back and the Mac finds each corresponding item—if visible. You can use the same tool to show hidden or invisible ones, too. When you get the first result, even if it's a blank folder that says 0 items, you'll also get an extra bar at the top of the
window. It includes the Save button in case you want to search this search multiple times, but there's also a plus sign. Tap that and you'll get an extra bar with down options. Limit searches to invisible or hidden files Only The list of options you see will vary, but you probably won't see the one marked with
file visibility. You'll see Other. Select this and choose File Visibility — it will now be added to the opt-out list. Select this, and then select the options offered. You can tell Finder to search for all files that are invisible, visible, or both. It works, but it's not very effective. You must know the name or part of the
name of the hidden file that you want. And even then, there are oddities. For example, if you search for a Library in a user's account, you won't find it. Documents you've hidden will appear, various Mac items like hidden iCloud sync items will appear, but most of the time we need a better solution. Semi-
permanent visibility Strictly speaking this is a permanent change, not a semi-permanent one. You enter a command in the Mac terminal and that's it, then you can see the Library and other invisible files forever. The problem is that forever is a long time and it turns out that mac hides an incredible number
of files. Once you get what you need, there's so much scrolling through previously invisible files that you'll want to go back to the way Apple intended. In this case, just use another Terminal command. To have your Mac show all the invisible files, start Terminal, type the default settings, write
com.apple.finder AppleShowAllFiles TRUE and press restore. Using Terminal to display hidden or invisible objects Nothing obviously happens right away, and nothing will happen until you restart your Mac, restart your Finder, or simply do the most beautiful thing - type killall Finder in terminal. When you
then click Back, Finder restarts and you'll see all these invisible files. Finder window showing previously invisible items When you're tired of seeing, go back to Terminal and now type default settings write com.apple.finder False. Then hit Back, type killall Finder, hit the comeback again, and it's all back the
way it is The same Finder window with hidden invisible objects The longer way around You usually look for a hidden or invisible file because you want to do something with it. You're not just pushing curiosity. If you want to make a copy, make a secure backup, do just that. Use something like Carbon
Copy Cloner to make a copy. Carbon Copy Cloner is a backup utility where you usually click to say that you want to back up this entire disk to a specific drive. However, you can switch instead from copying all files to copying some files. Using Carbon Copy Cloner to view all files, hidden, or otherwise
When you do, Carbon Copy Cloner shows you all the files on your Mac, whether they're hidden or not. Each of them is the best choice in different circumstances. To just quickly go to the library on your current Mac startup drive, there's little to beat the Go menu, for example. If you are already familiar with
the Terminal and use it for other things, these commands are quick. Then, if you're already security-cut off security support, it's easy to use that same app more efficiently to show what you're looking for. However, in all cases and at all times, there is also this. Since macOS Sierra in 2016, there is also a
shortcut pressing keys you can use. Whenever you're in any Finder window, you can keepCommand and Shift, and then tap the period. Command-Shift-Period tells your Mac to show you all the invisible files. And when you're done, the same keystroke from the command shift tells him to hide them all
again. It's great that Apple is giving us all these different ways to get to our files, but it's still a good thing they're hiding so many at all. You are not a new user who is likely to stall . DS_Store in the trash, but any one of us can make a mistake. Three is crowded, but not when it comes to these 3 quick ways
to delete files from your Mac. Which one do you use most often? Drag the selected file to the Trash folder pinned to DockRight- click the file you want to delete — choose Move to Trash from the Ogolite Shift + Command (⌘) + Delete the Specify keys to use any of these three steps to move the deleted
file to the Trash. They will still occupy storage on your Mac. To completely delete them, remember to empty the trash. How to permanently delete files on a Mac (without sending them to Trash)Move a bunch of photos from the photo gallery, and then manually delete them from Trash can get tedious. To
save energy for a more comfortable Mac routine, let's see how to permanently delete unnecessary files without sending them to the trash can. Use hotkeys:Highlight items you want to remove Ogolite Alt +Command (⌘) + Delete theClick keys Delete on pop-up with friendly FinderUse menu option
icon:Select the files you want to deleteClick on the File next to Finder in the key barPress Alt menu — choose Delete is faster, no doubt. However, however, it may come in handy when the keyboard works or if you are not so much into using hotkeys. How to delete files on a Mac that will not
deleteDragging file in the trash can or using hotkeys do not always work. Some files are harder to delete. Getting alert messages indicates that your Mac is having problems with this item. This can happen for many reasons – the file may be corrupted or currently in use by an application. One way to delete
a file that can be deleted is to boot your Mac in safe mode:Turn it off to MacTurn and immediately keep the ShiftLog key in safe mode — look for a file that can't be rewritten — send it to trashOpen trash can — click the Blank button To delete files that are in use MaimedYou've ever been stopped from
deleting an app or some other files by getting such a message? To fix this, follow these steps:Close the application or file you are trying to delete and try to delete it againRestart mac computers if the previous step did not help and repeat the attemptHow to delete locked files When dragging a locked file to
the Trash you will need to confirm this action by clicking the Continue button on the pop-up, as here:In addition, you can try to unlock this item:Highlight the file you want to removeDo it - select Get Info from the menu or press Cmd + I keysUntick checkbox next to LockedNote : To open locked files, you
must log on as an administrator. How to delete hidden filesDeead hidden files on a Mac can be junk file files or useless remains that sleg your Mac's hard disk. But it's not that simple with hidden files. Before you can delete such items, you must be sure that you know what you are deleting. Check out our
guide on how to locate and resolve hidden files on your Mac. In short, you will need to make hidden files visible and then delete them as described above. How to delete iOS files on the MacManage storage tool is one of macOS' hidden treasures. Regular use helps free up space from unused and old
files. Old iOS backups can take up a significant amount of GB on your Mac. So if you don't need an old iPhone backup:Click on the Apple logo — About this MacGo Storage tab — click the ManageNavigating button on the iOS file tab — select the iOS backup you won't need anymore — click DeleteHow
to restore deleted files to Mac If you're wondering if it's possible to recover deleted files on your Mac — the answer is YES! Knowing a few tricks can be a real time-saving. Depending on which file types you want to recover — you'll need a different approach. Don't click online — Learn how to restore
different deleted files from your Trash, photos, or music from iTunes.Read Olga is a privacy advocate and cybersecurity enthusiast. Enthusiast. Enthusiast.
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